PRODUCT CHANGE NOTIFICATION

PRODUCT CHANGE NOTIFICATION NUMBER: PC000017  
PCN DATE: February 25, 2022

This notice is to inform you about the following changes to the listed Stewart Connector products. For any further questions about these changes, please contact your Stewart Connector sales contact, or customer service representative.

PARTS AFFECTED:

SS-670606-BH-3ESI
SS-670606-FLS-5

GENERAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

Compu-Shield Bulkhead Jacks

REASON FOR CHANGE:

The current tooling for the above parts has reached the end of its life and can no longer support long-term production.

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES:

The affected part numbers will have a change of status from Active to Obsolete.

ESTIMATED IMPLEMENTATION DATE:

Effective immediately.

SIGNATURE:

Erin Thomas
Associate Product Manager